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THE AM SPLATI'ER MONITOR 

'Jhomas G. Wright 

DELTA ELOCTRONICS, INC. 

INTRODUCTION 

The AM Splatter Monitot: is designed to 
evaluate a transmitter's level of AM inter
fererx::e while avoidir,;i sane of the limitations 
of existing measurement techniq..iesl. 1'le 
developnent of the AM Splatter M:>nitor is a 
result of the National Radio system Ccmnittee's 
(NROC) desire to more effectively measure the 
perfocnance of radio stations in evaluating tre 
NROC preernp.asis standard (NROC standard) 2 • One 
goal of this ccmnittee is the roouction of AM 
interference3 (splatter), particularly secon:! 
adjacent channel interfererre, usir:,:,:i a high 
perfocnance, LO kHz low pass fil ter4 'ltle AM 
Splatter li:>nitor is ideally suited to evaluate 
the effects of this filter on transmitted 
interfererre. 

'this paper discusses the nature and effects 
of splatter arrl describes the uses of the AM 
Splatter M:>nitor canpare:i to otrer spectrU11 
rreasurenent techniques. 

SPLATTER DEFINITION 

Splatter is one of those intuitive but ill 
defined concepts with lohich every broadcast 
engineer is acquainted. To the author's 
knowledge, no technical reference dictionary 
defines the term. For the purposes of this 
paper, let splatter be defined as the undesiroo 
portion of a station's output spectrun causoo by 
mooulation. Using this definition, power supply 
hun sidebarrls arrl carrier hacnonics along with 
co-channel and adjacent channel interference are 
not splatter. Secorrl adjacent channel 
interference is splatter. Also, note that the 
exact definition deperrls upon the engineer's 
opinion about lohich parts of the transmitter 
output spectrun are desirable. '!his is natural 
because the engineer ' s expectations are partly 
detecninoo by regulation and partly by existing 
technology both of lohich may change. Finally, 
splatter i s defined for the station's output 
spectrl.lll ...tiich inclooes both the transmitter's 
output spectnrn ard the far field spectrun. 

THE SPLATTER PROBLEM 

Splatter is a problem because i t interferes 
with reception of other stations. Nearly 
everyone has experierced the steam-lcx:anotive
lilce sound of secorrl adjacent channel 
interfererre while trying to receive a weak AM 
radio signal, especially at night. '!his effect 
is due to splatter fran another radio station. 
The presence of such splatter does not 
necessarily irrlicate a violation of FCC emission 
limitations rulesS because the receiver's 
autanatic gain control brings up the splatter 
along with the 1.ealc signal. 

Several se=orrlary effects of splatter are 
harmful to tre AM broadcaster . The existence of 
splatter fran thousarrls of radio stations raises 
the general noise level of the AM band and 
thereby roooces the quality of AM broadcast 
progr.mning. Also, splatter is energy wasted 
because the splatter sidebarrls are never aooible 
to tre station's listeners. In fact, the 
signals which cause splatter may intecnooulate 
in the transmitter to produce distortion 
canponents within the desiroo portion of the 
spectrun and, therefore, distortion in the 
received signal. 

SPLATTER SOURCES 

Tne primary cause of splatter is higher 
frequency aooio canponents at the transmitter's 
mooulator inp.it6. These higher frequency aooio 
signals are translated directly into splatter by 
the normal process of mooulation. A typical 
source of these aooio signals is an improperly 
fi l tere:i clipper in the audio processor. 
Fortunately, the better aooio processors 
incorporate a low overshoot fi 1 ter to eliminate 
these clippir,;i prooocts. 

Other sources of splatter are overmoou
lation, improper use of the transmitter' s 
protective cl ippers, distortion and roise in tre 
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m<rlulator, incidental i:i)ase m<rlulation (I R-1) , 
arrl improperly operated AH stereo. In the case 
of incidental i:i)ase m<rlulation, the resulting 
phase m<rlulation sidebarrl pairs would not, if 
left undisturbed, affect receiver envelope 
detectors. lbwever, these sidebarrls are 
disturbed by f;Very tuned circuit all the "'8Y 
through to the detector, especially the 
as}ffllletrical skirts of the IF bandpass. So scme 
of this sidebarrl energy is converted to AH 
sidebands lotlich are detected as distortion. 
This is \oily redoction of I PM by proper 
transnitter neutralization improves the sound of 
AH stations. 

MEASUREMEm' TEX:HNIQUES 

The re:Julations governing enission 
limitations? do not specify the monitoring 
equipnent to be used or the frequency of 
measurenent but specify only that the 
broadcaster must not violate the internationally 
agreed upon spectrum limits. Thus, strictly 
speaking, the broadcaster must guarantee at all 
times that he is not violating these limits. In 
practice, however, the spectrun is checked only 
periodically, perhaps once a year, using a 
rented or borrowed spectrun analyzer or wave 
analyzer and the assumption is made that the 
spectrun is acceptable at all other times. Uitil 
now, this was the only practical recourse 
available to the broadcaster due to the high 
cost of the necessary measurement e<pipnent and 
the requiranent for canpetent technical people 
to operate the canplex EqJipnmt. 

Other equipnent readily available, soc.h as 
ccmnll'li.cation receivers arrl field strength 
rreters, are not suitable for clos&--in spectrun 
measurenents because they lack the necessary 
dynanic range arrl selectivity. Even a high 

0 

2 

quality spectrum analyzec- has the limitation 
that as it sweeps through the measuranent bard, 
it looks at only a snall segment of the spectnrn 
at any given time. 'Ihus, the spectrum analyzer 
would rot record the existence of a burst of 
splatter at other segments of the measuranent 
bands. 

THE AM SPU\'M'ER K>NITOR 

The AM Splatter l'bnitor is a dedicate::l, 
specialty device primarily intended for full 
time measurenent of the spectrum segTients 
between 11 kHz and 100 kHz a1o0y fran the carrier 
on both sides of the carrier. The N1 Splatter 
r-tmi tor measures splatter level and any spurious 
emissions which fall within this spectrum 
segment. The N1 Splatter Monitor is an 
econ®ical device designed to fit within the 
btrlget of an N1 broadcast station. Figure 1 is a 
front panel view of the N1 Splatter l'bnitor. 

Because splatter level ne>Cllally decreases 
with frequency away fran the carrier, the AH 
Splatter l'bnitor measures the most important 
segnent of spectrun associated with splatter. 
'Ihis same segment of spectrun is lohere the 
changes in splatter level occur. These changes 
are due to factors soch as shifts in m<rlulation 
level, changes in progrcn material, au:lio 
processor adjustments, and tube aging. The AM 
Splatter Monitor has an alann that may be set to 
detect soch changes. The station can use this 
alann through a rerote control system to 
immediately signal the occurrence of a splatter 
problan. 

'Ihe AH Splatter Monitor is noCllally 
installed in a rack at the tran9llitter site to 
continuously monitor the tran9llitter' s output 
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spectrun. Although the reJulations r9Jarding 
enission 1 imitations require field measurenent 
to assure canpl iance9, the intervening elenents 
bet-1 the transnitter' s output arrl the far 
field are usually quite linear so continuous 
monitoring of transnitter's output is a 
reasonable irrl ication of operational canpliance. 
The N1 Splatter 1-t:>nitor is portable, and may be 
renovErl froo, the rack for field monitoring to 
assess conpliance of the close-in spectr\111 
(within 100 kHz) to snission 1 imitations 
ruleslO. The unit may also be used for field 
monitoring in the stro03 signal areas of other 
N1 stations to investigate i nterference 
canpla ints. For these purposes, the AM Splatter 
M:>nitor derives power froo, an automobile's 
cigarette lighter jack (+12V) arrl receives its 
~ input signal fran an optional, active 
antenna. 

Figure 2 is a simplified, functional block 
diagran of the AM Splatter Monitor. The reader 
is encouragErl to refer to this figure \oohile 
reading the following description. 
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A 3 1/2 digit thunbl.heel switch label Erl 
CARRIER kHz adjusts the operating frequency of 
the AM Splatter t-t>ni tor fran 450 kHz to 1700 
kHz . Simple crystal and j\lTiper changes allow 
operation at either 9 kHz or 10 kHz channel 
spacing. When tuned to 450 kHz, the N1 Splatter 
M:>nitor can be coMected to the 450 kHz IF 
output of a synthesized rece1v1ng, taking 
advantage of the A'1 Splatter Monitor' s 
synchronous detectors either to evaluate 
receiver perfoanance or for off the air 
monitoring . In monitoring applications, first 
evaluate the receiver using an amplitude 
modulated, signal generator arrl also evaluate 
the signal generator directly with the AM 
Splatter l'bnitor. 

The N1 Splatter Monitor uses high 
performance in-phase and quadrature synchrooous 
detectors. 'lhe output of each synchrooous 
detector is available on the rear panel. ~ 
used to measure splatter, the in-i;hase 
synchronous detector measures the splatter due 
to distortion and clipper produ:::ts and the 
quadrature synchronous detector measures 
splatter due to incidental <padrature modulation 
which is relate:l to iocidental phase modulation. 
A measure of the overall splatter level req.iires 
a canbination of the in-phase splatter and the 
<padrature splatter. A low freq.iency chopper 
circuit perfoans this fuoction . The engineer 
uses the CErn switch to select the in-p'lase 
detector, the quadrature detector, the cboppe1 
canbination of these two detectors, or an 
external al.dio input depending upon his 
measurenent nee1s. The external audio input is 
use:l to analyze the audio source material fed to 
the transnitter' s mcrlulator. 

A five position switch labeled MFASUROO':NT 
selects the function of the AM Splatter Monitor. 
In the first switch position, the AM Splatter 
Monitor measures the OC portion of the in-p'lase 
synchronous detector for calibration of the RF 
input level (carrier level) . 'lhe secorrl switch 
position selects measurenent of all signals 
within 100 kHz of the carrier . 'lhe meter, when 
reading the in-phase detector or the chopper 
circuit, will typically read several dB down as 
it measures the desired modulation arrl splatter. 
The denooulated signal is audible fran the front 
panel speaker or by use of headphones. In this 
switch position, the external synchronous 
detector outputs are used for receiver 
evaluation or off the air monitoring as 
mentioned above or are used with an FFT spectr\111 
analyzer11• 

In the third switch position, a sharp high 
pass filterl2 is inserted so that the meter 
reads only that portion of the spectrun between 
11 kHz and 100 kHz on either side of the 
carrier . 'lhis is a measure of the total 
splatter produced by the radio station and, 
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unlike a swept spectrum analyzer, all spectrum 
c011ponents of interest are always available for 
measurema1t. 

In the last two switch positions , the AM 
Splatter l'bni tor measures a selects:! spectrum 
segment of the total splatter signal in two 
ranges. The top meter range is elects:! by the 
fourth switch position and measures doo.Kl to 45 
dB below the calibration reference. nie fifth 
and last switch position selects the bottan 
meter range which measures between 40 dB aod 85 
dB below the calibration reference. 'nle segment 
of the spectrum selects:! is deteunined by a 
thumW'leel switch labeled CFFSET kHz and by a 
bandwidth switch labeled 0:FSET Bol. 'n'le OFFSET 
8" switch selects an eq.iivalent receiver mcrlel 
and the a:FSET kHz thlllt>wheel detellllines how far 
that equivalent receiver is tuned away fran the 
ca'trier on both sides of the carrier. For 
spectrun analyzer 1 ike awl ications, the CFFSET 
BW switch is set to the 0.5 kHz position 
yielding an RF bandwidth of l kHz "1ich matches 
the step size of the a:FSET kHz thl.lllbwheel. In 
the 3 kHz switch position, the N1 Splatter 
l'bnitor responds like a typical narrow band 
radio. In the ~s::: position, a wide band 
receiver is modeled with NROC deEl'llphasis. '1be 
switch position labeled OPl'ION allows selection 
of a custaner detemined receiver mcxiel 
contained on an optional pllJ:J in assembly. 

A typical exanple of the use of the AH 
Splatter Monitor is monitoring the splatter 
praioced on the second adjacent channels, 20 kHz 
away fran, and on both sides of, the carrier. 
The CFFSET kHz switch is set to 20 for the 
req..iired 20 kHz frequency offset. nie CFFSET BW 
switch might be set to the 3 kHz position to 
measure the level of total splatter energy 
received by a typical narrow barn receiver. 
According to the emission limitation rulesl3, 
the max iml.lD acceptable s platter level for this 
freq.iency is 25 dB below the carrier reference 
so the H&\SlJR&mtff switch is set to the fourth 
position for measurenents dO',,\'l to 45 dB below 
the carrier reference. nie N1 Splatter 
Honi tor's meter must not read above the 25 mark 
on the top scale (-25 dBc). 

'lhe ballistics of the meter's detector 
circuit are set to match the inte,iration factors 
of the human ear. 'lberefore, the meter reading 
for the exanple given above is equivalent to the 
interference level perceived by a listener. 'nlis 
is, of course, exactly the desired measurenent 
if we assume that the purpose of the "1ole 
exercise is redoction of objectionable 
interference. '1be (JJE!Stion may arise, however, 
of whether this measurenent will agree with a 
measurena1t derived from sane other measurement 
method. Will a spectrum analyzer, for instance, 
read the same as the AM Splatter tt>nitor? 'lhe 
answer is a quali tied yes. 

4 

In the case of fixed sidebands due to test 
tone mcrlulation, the peak detector of the 
spectrum analyzer responds the same as the 
quasi-peak detector of the AH Splatter l'bnitor. 
this is how the AM Splatter l'bnitor is 
cal ibratoo. Mcdulation using the pulsed USASI 
ooise source as t:eccmnended in the NRS::: 
standardl4 yields the same r:eadings provida:l 
that the spectnrn analyzer is used either in the 
fixed frequency mcrle or with peak hold over a 
lol'X} time pericrl. The sc1ne situation occurs 
with real modulation so that the q.ialification 
mentioned above is that the AH Splatter l'bni tor 
pl'.crloces conservative readings, that is, if 
anythil'X}, higher readil'X}s than a sweep spectrun 
analyzer. Therefore, the N'i Splatter l'bni tor 
is, in sane ways, superior to a spectrum 
analyzer for this special awlication. 

Splatter is unwanted spectrum canponents 
di:e to mcrlulation \oohich interfere with other 
stations and cause distortion of the desired 
signal . 'lhe N'i Splatter tt>nitor measures the 
level of splatter aro can be used to identify 
and correct the sources of splatter. The AH 
Splatter t<t:>ni tor is primarily in tended for 
continuous moni toting of the transni tter output 
to irnicate operational canpliance to the 
re,iulations governing spectrun limitationsl5. It 
is also useful for field rreasurenents in strong 
signal areas. 'Ille JIM Splatter Monitor's alarm 
can be used to ranotely alert the occurrence of 
splatter pt'.oblens. nie high pe.rfomance, 
synchrooous detectors in the JIM Splatter t<t:>ni tor 
make this 1Z1it useful for a variety of other 
appl ica t ions • 
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THE SPLATTER MONITOR AND 
THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER: 

MEASUREMENT COMPARISONS 

Thomas G. Wright/John P. Bisse t 
De lta Elec tronics Inc. 

Alexandria, Virginia 

Introduction 

Can spectrum measurements made with a 
Splatter Monitor compare favorably with 
measurements made with a much more expensive 
spectrum analyzer? The short answer to this 
question is yes; comparison of spectrum 
measurements between the Splatter Monitor 
and the spectrum analyzer agree well. 

This paper will present field 
measurement comparisons between the Delta 
Electronics Model SM-1 Splatter Monitor and 
the popular Tektronix Model 7L5 spectrum 
analyzer. The measurement techniques are 
described along with a theoretical 
discussion of spectrum measurements. 

The Splatter Monitor 

Since the Splatter Monitor employs a 
f undamentally different measurement scheme 
than that used in spectrum analyzers, a 
brief review of Splatter Monitor operation 
is necessary for the theoretical discussion. 

Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram 
of t he Splatter Monitor operating in the 
offset mode, the mode used in spectrum 
measurements. The local oscillator is phase 
locked to the input carrier frequency . Both 
in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) mixers 
directly convert the RF input to baseband. 
carrier and up converted products are 
removed by a 100 kHz low pass filter. This 
circuit is called a direct conversion or 
homodyne receiver. 

Two important characteristics of this 
receiver should be noted . One, the in-phase 
(I) and quadrature (Q) mixers recover all of 
the available RF energy. Two, this homodyne 
receiver looks at both sides of the carrier 
simultaneously . The only practical 
disadvantage of this circuit occurs when an 
interfering signal corrupts the measurement. 
The spectrum analyzer shows each sideband 
independently so that the uncorrupted 
sideband can be used to estimate the level 
of the corrupted sideband . The Splatter 
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Monitor cannot do this. Unfortunately, the 
ability to view both sidebands independently 
accounts for much of the cost of a spectrum 
analyzer. 

One might think that since both 
sidebands are viewed simultaneously by the 
Splatter Monitor, an imbalance i n the 
sidebands would result in an erroneous 
Splatter Monitor reading. This is not the 
case as a simple example illustrates. 
Starting with a 100% amplitude modulated 
signal, the in- phase (I) detector will have 
a one volt peak demodulated signal and the 
quadra ture (Q) detector will have zero volts 
output. If all of the energy from the lower 
sideband were added to the upper sideband, 
a single sideband signal would result. An 
examination of the appropriate vector 
modulation diagram reveals that the output 
of the in- phase detector would decrease by 
3 dB and that the output o f the quadrature 
(Q) detector would increase to this same 
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level . Thus the recovered energy is simply 
redistributed between the two detectors. 

The instantaneous magnitude of the 
baseband signal is the vector sum of the 
in-phase (I ) and quadrature (Q) detector 
outputs. If one detector's output is 10 dB 
or more above the other detector's output, 
the lower level detector output can be 
i gnored. A 10 dB level difference results 
in a maximum error of only O. 4 dB. For 
Splatter Monitor measurements, the in-phase 
detec tor usually dominates by at least 10 
dB. 

The output of the homodyne receiver is 
multiplied by a pure sine wave. The sine 
wave frequency i s the frequency offset from 
the c a r rie r. Thus, if we wish to examine 
s pectrum components 20 kHz removed from the 
c arr i er, the sine wave frequency would be 
set t o 20 kHz. A receiver model low pass 
filter isolates the spectrum components of 
i nt e r est. Thi s is equivalent to tuning the 
mode l led receiver to the two spectrum 
reg ions above and below the carrier. 

A measurement circuit consisting of an 
a bsol ute value c irc uit, a peak detector, and 
a l ogarithmic amplifier drives the meter . 
The splatter indic ations are displayed in 
decibels referenced to the carrier level 
(dBc) . 

Bandwidth Effects 

The obvious, underlying reason for 
s pect r um emi ss i on limitations is reduction 
of i nt erference to other radio stations. 
This i nterferenc e is perc eived by people 
liste ni ng t o t heir r adio rec eivers. Thus , 
a sens i b l e a pproach might be modell ing the 
real wo r l d i nterfe rence condition by using 
measu r ement bandwi dths analogous to real 
radio rec e ivers and b y using meter 
ballis t ics that approximate the 
psychoacous tic r esponse of the human ear. 

This is done in the Spl atter Monitor in 
t wo of the four s e l e c table rec eiver model 
low pass f i lter s. A 3 kHz low pass f i lter 
models the bandwidth of a low cost , narrow 
bandwidth r eceiver and an B kHz low pass 
fil t er wi th NRSC deernphas is models a high 
performanc e rec eiver . When either of these 
fi l t ers i s selec ted, the peak detector in 
the measurement circuit is switched to 
slower a t tack and f aster decay times for the 
required meter ballistics. 

The National Radio Systems Committee 
(NRSC) r e commends 300 Hz resolution 
bandw i dth fo r s pec trum a nalyzer measurements 
of emission spe c trum. This is, of cou rse, 
much narrower than the bandwi dth of a 
typical radio receiver. Consequently, the 
spectrum analyzer will i n t ercept a much 

2 

smaller fraction of the RF energy in a 
splatter burst than a typical radio 
receiver. One might surmise that such 
spectrum analyzer readings are, somehow, 
invalid since the readings would not reflect 
real world receiver interference levels. 

The 300 Hz resolution bandwidth, 
however, permits measurement of the expected 
attenuation slope of the spectrum at 10 kHz 
from the carrier when using a NRSC cutoff 
filter. A wider resolution bandwidth would 
smear and shift this slope showing the 
spectrum analyzer IF filter skirts rather 
than the desired measurement. The maximum 
spectrum emission levels specified by the 
National Radio Systems Committee are based 
upon the use of 300 Hz resoluti on bandwidth. 
A wider resolution bandwidth would simply 
require higher maximum permissible emission 
levels. If, for example, a 10 kHz 
resolution bandwidth were employed in an 
effort to model a typical radio receiver, 
few radio stations would comply with today's 
FCC emission regulations. 

one of the selectable receiver model 
low pass filters in the Splatter Monitor has 
0.5 kHz audio bandwidth. This is equivalent 
to a 1 kHz RF bandwidth. Since the 
frequency offset from the carrier is 
selectable in l kHz steps, the use of the 
0 .5 kHz receiver model neatly divides the 
spectrum into l kHz segments and gua rantees 
that no transmitter spurious output is 
overlooked. When this rec eiver model is 
selected, the peak detector is switched to 
a very fast attack time with a very slow 
decay time. Thus, the Splatter Monitor 
meter shows the highest peaks with little 
decay between peaks. This makes the meter 
easier to read and corresponds with the fast 
peak readings of the spec trum a na lyzer. 

Field Measur e ment Techniqu e 

Delta conducted fie l d tes t s and made 
observations of stations broadcas t ing i n the 
Washington, D.C. vic inity . These 
measurements were made without the knowledge 
of the stations. A mobile van was e quipped 
with an AC generator, a Tektronix 
oscilloscope with a 7L5 plug-in spectrum 
analyzer module , a Delta Splatter Monitor, 
a Delta Model AWA-1 Active Whip Antenna, a 
Potomac Instruments Model QA-10 0 Quantaural 
Audio Program Analyzer , and an oscilloscope 
c amera. Figure 2 is a block diagram of the 
test setup. 

Using the a c tive antenna, the van was 
positioned near the trans mitting site of the 
AM station. The RF spectrum was then 
simultaneously measured with the spec trum 
analyzer and the Splatter Monitor. The 
Model QA-100 permitted monito ring o f the 
audio processing characte ristics of each 
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station measured. The spectrum analyzer was 
set for operation in accordance with the 
recommendations of NRSC-2. That is, the 
spectrum analyzer was set for a resolution 
bandwidth of 300 Hz, span of 20 kHz per 
horizontal division, peak hold with no video 
filtering, and sweep measurement for 10 
minutes. During this 10 minute measurement 
period, Splatter Monitor readings were taken 
at 0.5 kHz, 3 kHz and NRSC bandwidths using 
both the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) 
detectors . for this paper, o nly the 0.5 kHz 
readings will be presented since these 
readings most closely approximate spectrum 
analyzer measurements. 

The Splatter Monitor readings were 
taken by observing the "peaks of frequent 
occurrence" similar to the method used in 
modulation monitor measurements where an 
occasional overmodulation condition is 
tolerated. Since the spectrum analyzer is 
sweeping the band of interest and only 
observing any given frequency segment a 
fraction of the measurement time, the 
spectrum analyzer is likely to miss the rare 
maximum peak and observe the more frequent 
peaks in any given spectrum segment. In 
essence, the Splatter Monitor operator and 
the sweeping spectrum analyzer are 
exercising similar judgement. 

Figures 3, 4 and 5 are digitized 
versions of the oscilloscope pictures taken 
at three of the stations visited. Tables 1, 
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2 and 3 are the corresponding Splatter 
Monitor readings, respectively, for the same 
stations . Observe that the carrier peak of 
each spectrum picture appears to lie above 
the reference level. This is due to low 
frequency modulation energy falling within 
the 300 Hz resolution bandwidth around the 
carrier. The carrier reference was obtained 
with the 10 Hz resolution bandwidth to 
overcome this problem. 

Figure 3 is a typical spectrum picture 
for a non-NRSC, monophonic station. Note in 
Table 1 that all of the quadrature 
modulation readings by the Splatter Monitor 
are well below the in-phase readings at the 
same offset frequencies, so that we may 
ignore the quadrature readings. The first 
data point, 15 kHz from the carrier, shows 
-30 dBc. Judging from the spectrum picture, 
the upper sideband appears to cross +15 kHz 
at about -30 dBc and the lower sideband 
appears to cross -15 kHz at about -28 dBc. 
Although this is in good agreement with the 
corresponding Splatter Monitor measurement, 
the picture illustrates one of the 
difficulties with making spectrum analyzer 
measurements. The slope of the spectrum is 
falling so fast at 15 kHz from the carrier 
that it is difficult to judge the exact 
spectrum level. 
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The second measurement point at 20 kHz 
from the carrier reads - 40 dBc on the 
Splatter Monitor. The spectrum analyzer 
pic ture shows about -4 7 dBc on the upper 
s ideband and somewhere between -42 and -46 
dBc o n the lower sideband. Thus, the jagged 
line on the lower sideband produces 
uncertainty in the measurement. Do we 
interpret the spectrum analyzer as the 
highest peak or as the average slope of the 
trace? A good case can be made that the 
highest peak should be used since every 
point on the display is, presumably, a valid 
measurement. This highest peak at -42 dBc 
agrees well with the Splatter Monitor. 

The third measurement point at 30 kHz 
from the carrier illustrates another 
spectr um a nalyzer measurement problem. We 
know from the Splatter Monitor that this 
transmitter is a good .AM source because the 
quadrature modulation (IPM) level is low. 
The upper and lower s idebands should, 
therefore, be symmetrical. However, the 
spectrum analyzer readings of the upper and 
l ower sidebands at 30 kHz from the carrier 
are dramatically different. The lower 
sideband is between -52 dBc and - 56 dBc 
whereas the upper sideband reads between 
-62 dBc and -67 dBc. Clearly, this is not 
just a case of reading interpretation . 

The exp l anation of this phenomenon lies 
with the sweep measurement tec hnique. The 
upper sideband reads less thar. the lower 
sideband because the bursts o f splatter 
energy were absent whenever the spectrum 
analyzer was sweeping the upper sideband. 
When sweeping the lower sideband , the 
spectrum analyzer did catch one or more 
stronger splatter bursts . Of course, the 
same phenomenon applies to the Splatter 
Monitor as shown by the data . Neither 
instrument will measure where they are not 
looking. The Splatter Mo nitor measurement 
wa s , evidently, taken when the spec trum 
analyzer was recording the splatter levels 
of the upper sideband since these 
measurements agree. 

Figure 4 is the spectrum analyzer 
measurement of monophonic s tation using NRSC 
prcemphasis and filtering with a mostly talk 
format. First, notice the presence of two 
carriers from other radio stations which 
invalidate our Splatter Monitor 's field 
antenna measurements at 40 kHz and 99 kHz 
offset from the carrier . The presence of 
these other stations is revealed by the 
appearan~e of the other stations' 
programming in the Splatter Monitor ' s 
speaker. As discussed above, the spec trum 
analyzer easily handles this problem. When 
using the Splatter Monitor, this diffic ulty 
may be over come by taking readings on both 
sides of the invalid offset frequency and 
interpolating to the correct reading. 
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Table 2 

Offset 0 . 5 kHz 0.5 kHz Vector 
kHz I, dBc Q, dBc Sum, dBc 

15 -40 -42 -38 
20 - 49 - 52 -47 
30 -62 -56 -55 
40 - 55 -53 -51 
50 -70 -64 - 63 
60 - 70 -66 -64 
70 - 70 -67 -65 
80 - 73 -69 -67 
90 -76 -74 -72 
99 -79 - 78 -75 

Second, observe from Table 2 that the 
o utput of the quadrature (Q) detector is 
almost as strong as the output of the 
in-phase (I) detector. This is due to a 
high level of incidental phase modulation 
which has compromised the effectiveness of 
the NRSC filtering. These high quadrature 
readings must be taken into account . Since 
peaks of incidental phase modulation are 
associated with peaks of envelope modulation 
and since in-phase s platter is associated 
with peak clipping on the same modulat ion 
peaks, one is justified in assumi ng that 
in-phase (I ) and quadrature (Q) peaks occur 
simultaneously. Thus, the magnitude of the 
resulting peak is the vector sum of the 
in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) peaks . This 
calculation appears in the sum column of 
Table 2. 

The vector sum of the first data point 
at 15 kHz offset is -38 dBc. The upper and 
lower sideband peaks of the spectrum 
analyzer display are -35 dBc and -38 dBc, 
respectively. The second data point has a 
vector sum of -4 7 dBc and the upper and 
lower sideband peaks are -48 dBc and -49 dBc 
respectively. For the third data point at 
30 kHz offset, the numbers are -55 dBc 
versus - 57 dBc a nd -58 dBc. On the surface, 
this vector sum approach appears to yield 
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close agreement between Splatter Monitor 
readings and the spectrum analyzer I s highest 
peak readings. However, due to the fact 
that in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) peaks 
do not necessarily occur at the same time as 
sideband peaks, this method is difficult to 
theoretically justify. Delta is pursuing 
this issue with special attention to AM 
stereo radio stations. 

Figure 5 shows spectrum analyzer 
measurements of an exceptionally clean 
monophonic station employing NRSC 
preemphasis and filtering. This station's 
spectrum is so clean that the sidebands of 
another station only 50 kHz away are visible 
down to -75 dBc. This is attributable to 
the NRSC filtering, exceptionally low 
incidental phase modulation, and 
conservative modulation practices . 

Again, the quadrature (Q) detector 
output is well below the level of the 
in-phase (I) detector and the quadrature 
contribution can be ignored. Examination of 
the first three data points shows that the 
Splatter Monitor's in-phase detector output 
agrees closely with the highest 
corresponding sideband peak observed on the 
spectrum analyzer. 

5 

The last observation about these field 
measurements is the level of the 
measurements far from the carrier. The 
spectrum analyzer readings at 90 kHz offset, 
for example, show a peak at about -75 dBc 
whereas the Splatter Monitor readings are in 
the -80 dBc range. This difference has not 
been fully explained except to note that the 
7L5 spectrum analyzer is rated for - 75 dB 
intermodulation products. Delta is still 
investigating this phenomenon. 

Conclusion 

Careful operation of the Splatter 
Monitor and the spectrum analyzer yield 
measurements in substantial agreement. In 
the presence of significant quadrature 
modulation or high levels of incidental 
phase modulation, the vector sum of the 
in-phase and quadrature peaks appears to 
yield good agreement with the highest 
corresponding spectrum analyzer sideband 
peak. In the presence of interfering 
signals from other stations, splatter levels 
at the interfering frequencies may be 
estimated by using an interpolation method. 

Obviously the most careful means of 
determining peak splatter levels at any 
given frequency is to tune a measurement 
instrument to that frequency and observe the 
maximum peak. This avoids missing these 
maximum pea.ks in a sweeping frequency 
measurement and avoids judgement of "peaks 
of frequent occurrence," This is 
accomplished with a spectrum analyzer by 
setting the spectrum analyzer in zero span 
(i.e., zero Hz per horizontal division), 
tuning to the frequency of interest, and 
activating the peak hold function . 

Delta has developed a digital peak hold 
circuit for long term retention of the 
maximum readings of the Splatter Monitor. 
Additionally, Delta has c onstructed a 
receiver model filter ci r cuit for 
installation in the optional f i lter location 
of the Splatter Monitor. This filter 
closely matches the response of the 
synchronously tuned IF filter in the 7L5 
spectrum analyzer with 300 Hz resolution 
bandwidth. With these new tools Delta hopes 
to develop even more accurate spectrum 
measurement techniques. 
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Delta's Optional AWA-1 Active Whip Antenna 

D93419 

The Optional Active Whip Antenna, Model AWA-I permits field use of the AM Splatter Monitor. Splatter levels can be measured 
in fields of 1.0 volts/meter or higher. The AW A-1 is powered by the Splatter Monitor via a DC voltage carried by the RF coaxial 
cable. When used in fields above 1.0 volts/meter, the AWA-1 RF output is attenuated automatically. Using a low-distortion AGC 
technique, measurements can be made in very high signal strength locations without overloading the Splatter Monitor input. The 
ability to collapse the AWA-I scctionaliud antenna permits additional measurement range. A built-in test point, accessible from the 
side of the antenna, permits measurement of the AGC voltage. This voltage corresponds to field strength. The active antenna can be 
successfully operated in fields as low as 700 mV/M, however care must be taken so that splatter measurements at one frequency are 
not contaminated by other area stations. The antenna assembly is mounted to a recessed magnet for reliable mounting on a vehicle's 
roof. A separate ground lug is provided to reduce interference. The AW A-1 expands the uses of the Splatter Monitor, permitting in
vestigation of splatter levels from neighboring stations, to field evaluation of directional system effects on audio sidebands. 
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